
You thought no flowers grewYou thought no flowers grew

at the kat the kind of place you knew,ind of place you knew,

but you are a gift to the ground,but you are a gift to the ground,

petal’s phenomenon, a big bouquet,petal’s phenomenon, a big bouquet,

a perennial person too bud to pluck.a perennial person too bud to pluck.

-Jasmine Games, "Hydrangeas In Bloom"-Jasmine Games, "Hydrangeas In Bloom"  

Did you hear about the rose that grewDid you hear about the rose that grew

from from a crack a crack in the concrete?in the concrete?

Proving nature's law is wrong itProving nature's law is wrong it

learned to walk with out having feet.learned to walk with out having feet.

Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams,Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams,

it learned to breathe fresh air.it learned to breathe fresh air.

Long live the rose that grew from concreteLong live the rose that grew from concrete

when no one else ever cared.when no one else ever cared.

-Tupac Shakur, "The Rose That Grew From Concrete"-Tupac Shakur, "The Rose That Grew From Concrete"
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Slamming at The University of Dallas on
behalf of Mic Check Poetry

My middle school theatre teacher came to
see me as Tituba in The Crucible

Me as Odewale in The Gods Are Not to Blame



References available upon request

I.  Information 
Name: Jasmine Games
Current Address: Available upon informed request
Permanent Address: Available upon informed request
Phone: Available upon informed request
Email: jasmine.i.games@gmail.com
Country of Citizenship: United States of America

II. Education 
Undergraduate Institution and Location: Texas A&M University- College Station, TX
Degree received: Bachelor of Arts
Double Major: English and Performance Studies
Graduate Institution and location: The University of Texas at Austin
Degree Sought: Master of Fine Arts in Drama and Theatre for Youth and Communities
Expected Completion Date: May 2022

III. Bio
Jasmine Games is a spoken word poet and theatre practitioner. As a teaching artist, she uses drama-based
pedagogy as a mode for self-introspection and positionality interrogation, partnering with schools and
museums in Houston, Bryan, and Austin, Texas, as well as Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Recently, she directed and
co-facilitated an eight week spoken word action-residency for high school youth, Courageous Cadence, which
was celebrated with a final performance of shared poetry on race and gender (in)justice. She also partnered
with GirlForward and The Blanton Museum of Art to co-produce, perform, and facilitate in Girl, Be Well!, a
zoom interactive-play. She holds a BA in English and Performance Studies. Currently, she is an MFA
candidate for Drama and Theatre for Youth and Communities at The University of Texas at Austin. Wielding
her words, Jasmine is fiercely committed to complete and total justice for marginalized peoples in our society,
especially youth of color. 

IV. References 
Contact information for references: 
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Fall 2015
Elements of Creative Writing
APP English Studies: Work World Lit
Intro Performance Studies
State & Local Government
Social Problems

Spring 2018
How to Judge a Book by Its Cover
Performance in Practice
Popular Music in the African Diaspora
Senior Project
Acting I Fundamentals

Fall 2017 
History of Rhetoric
American Poetry
Insects in Human Society
Environmental Change
Performance in World Cultures
Internship: WCT III

Spring 2017
American Realism and Naturalism
Studies in Genre: Fairytales
Religious and Ethnic Foods
Oceanography
Global Performance
Internship: WCT II

Fall 2016
Intro to Biological Anthropology
American Ethnic Literature
Creative Nonfiction
Performing Literature
Collaborative Theatre Performance
Internship: WCT I

Spring 2016
Writing About Literature
Intro to African American Lit
Math for All Practical Methods
Criminology
American Theatre

Credit by Examinaton:
Composition & Rhetoric
History of the US I
History of the US II
Functions TRG & LNR STM
Beginning Spanish I
Beginning Spanish II
Intro Western Theatre Drama

Summer 2018
Women Writers
Theatre History II
Intro to World Theatre



Fall 2019
Research Methods and Practice*
Creative Drama I*
Writing for Black Performance
Advanced Projects in Perfomance*

Spring 2022 Anticipated
Thesis: Writing*
Community Engagement and Outreach*+
Public Management
Advanced Projects in Performance*

Fall 2021 
Thesis: Applied Theatre Project*
Directing Fundamentals
Theatre for Young Audiences Lit*
Advanced Projects in Performance*

Spring 2021
Pre-Thesis: Research and Practice*
Theatre for Young Audiences Seminar*
Digital Storytelling
Independent Study: Courageous Cadence Development
Advanced Projects in Performance*

Fall 2020
Supervised Teaching in Theatre and Dance*
Studio I Design*
Foundations of Arts Management+
Advanced Projects in Performance*

Spring 2020
Drama Based Pedagogy and Practice*
Applied Drama and Theatre*+
Drama and Theatre in Museums+
Advanced Projects in Performance*

Key
*Required
Coursework for MFA
in Drama and
Theatre for Youth
and Communities

+Anticipated
Portfolio Program in
Arts and Cultural
Management and
Entrepreneurship
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Presenting with Florence Davies at the
Big LAAH Reading Series

Reading at Black Box Speaks

Reading at Black Box Speaks



How can practices from Black literary societies change applied theatre andHow can practices from Black literary societies change applied theatre and
spoken word practices in order to engage youth of color?spoken word practices in order to engage youth of color?
In what ways does Courageous Cadence engage youth participants in pillars ofIn what ways does Courageous Cadence engage youth participants in pillars of
focus from Black literary socieities, specfically 1) identity development, 2) skillfocus from Black literary socieities, specfically 1) identity development, 2) skill
development, 3) intellectual development, and 4) criticality as modeled indevelopment, 3) intellectual development, and 4) criticality as modeled in
Ghouldy Muhammad’s Historically Responsive Literacy (HRL) Framework?Ghouldy Muhammad’s Historically Responsive Literacy (HRL) Framework?

Facilitators in applied theatre and spoken word practices can be more intentionalFacilitators in applied theatre and spoken word practices can be more intentional
in crafting critically engaged instruction to better serve youth of color, especiallyin crafting critically engaged instruction to better serve youth of color, especially
Black youth. The aim of this study is to examine how practices from BlackBlack youth. The aim of this study is to examine how practices from Black
literary societies can change applied theatre and spoken word practices in orderliterary societies can change applied theatre and spoken word practices in order
to engage youth of color. This document details my personal aims in crafting ato engage youth of color. This document details my personal aims in crafting a
spoken word poetry applied theatre program for youth of color, historicizesspoken word poetry applied theatre program for youth of color, historicizes
critical consciousness in applied theatre, and utilizes Gholdy Muhammad’scritical consciousness in applied theatre, and utilizes Gholdy Muhammad’s
Historically Responsive Literacy (HRL) Framework as a lens to examine the waysHistorically Responsive Literacy (HRL) Framework as a lens to examine the ways
Courageous Cadence, a youth spoken word action-residency,Courageous Cadence, a youth spoken word action-residency,    critically engagescritically engages
youth participants in 1) identity development;youth participants in 1) identity development;    2) skill development; 3) intellectual2) skill development; 3) intellectual
development; and 4) criticality.development; and 4) criticality.

Questions:Questions:

Thesis AbstractThesis Abstract

Literature Map



Sample AnnotationSample Annotation

Alrutz, Megan, and Lynn Hoare. Alrutz, Megan, and Lynn Hoare. Devising Critically Engaged Theatre with Youth: The PerformingDevising Critically Engaged Theatre with Youth: The Performing  

Justice ProjectJustice Project..      Routledge, 2020.Routledge, 2020.

          In In Devising Critically EngagedDevising Critically Engaged
Theatre with Youth: The PerformingTheatre with Youth: The Performing
Justice ProjectJustice Project, Megan Alrutz and, Megan Alrutz and
Lynn Hoare provide a theoreticalLynn Hoare provide a theoretical
and practical approach to appliedand practical approach to applied
theatre with youth through thetheatre with youth through the
framework of The Performingframework of The Performing
Justice Project, an applied theatreJustice Project, an applied theatre
performance residency for youth.performance residency for youth.
Future facilitators are prompted “toFuture facilitators are prompted “to
intentionally think through the use ofintentionally think through the use of
theatre and performance to addresstheatre and performance to address
issues of gender and racial justiceissues of gender and racial justice
with young people” through criticalwith young people” through critical
synthesis and strategies (Alrutz andsynthesis and strategies (Alrutz and
Hoare 1). They provide strategies forHoare 1). They provide strategies for
the application of this work calledthe application of this work called
“performance actions,” which“performance actions,” which
“introduce embodied approaches to“introduce embodied approaches to
building ensemble, performing andbuilding ensemble, performing and
staging small bits of performance,staging small bits of performance,
analyzing systemicanalyzing systemic
oppression, and applying theatre” with the intention for youth to explore theiroppression, and applying theatre” with the intention for youth to explore their
individual identities, acts of injustice, and the performance of justice (Alrutz andindividual identities, acts of injustice, and the performance of justice (Alrutz and
Hoare 3). Alrutz and Hoare assert that youth are impacted by systems of our society,Hoare 3). Alrutz and Hoare assert that youth are impacted by systems of our society,
and it is necessary to educate and empower youth in the identification of theirand it is necessary to educate and empower youth in the identification of their
experiences of marginalization and oppression based on their identity (2).experiences of marginalization and oppression based on their identity (2).  
  
          This book aids in my research by offering a model and approach for how I willThis book aids in my research by offering a model and approach for how I will
shape my research in practice, a spoken word poetry adaption of The Performingshape my research in practice, a spoken word poetry adaption of The Performing
Justice Project called Courageous Cadence. The performance actions will serve as aJustice Project called Courageous Cadence. The performance actions will serve as a
prioritized source in the development of my lesson plans. My research aligns with theprioritized source in the development of my lesson plans. My research aligns with the
idea that youth experience injustice in their lives due to their race and genderidea that youth experience injustice in their lives due to their race and gender
identities. As a facilitator, I can apply introspection that allows me to be cognizant ofidentities. As a facilitator, I can apply introspection that allows me to be cognizant of
my own identity as I move through race and gender theory and applications withmy own identity as I move through race and gender theory and applications with
youth participants. Alrutz and Hoare enables me to examine the ways race and genderyouth participants. Alrutz and Hoare enables me to examine the ways race and gender
impact youth in our society and how that impact can be communicated by youthimpact youth in our society and how that impact can be communicated by youth
through modes of embodiment and dialogue.through modes of embodiment and dialogue.  



Key TermKey Term

        Criticality is a term coined by Dr. Gholdy Muhammad. In the book Criticality is a term coined by Dr. Gholdy Muhammad. In the book Cultivating Genius: An Equity Framework forCultivating Genius: An Equity Framework for
Culturally and Historically Responsive LiteracyCulturally and Historically Responsive Literacy, Gholdy Muhammad offers a Historically Responsive Literacy, Gholdy Muhammad offers a Historically Responsive Literacy
Framework (HRL) framework for educators divided by four parts “1) identity development; 2) skillFramework (HRL) framework for educators divided by four parts “1) identity development; 2) skill
development; 3) intellectual development; and 4) criticality” (12).development; 3) intellectual development; and 4) criticality” (12).    The HRL framework was created with theThe HRL framework was created with the
consideration of Black students, aiming to make education more equitable and culturally responsive. It isconsideration of Black students, aiming to make education more equitable and culturally responsive. It is
important to note that the HRL framework is not aimed to target literature teachers, but teachers acrossimportant to note that the HRL framework is not aimed to target literature teachers, but teachers across
multiple disciplines with the desire to make space for agency and self-confidence. Teachings from “19th-multiple disciplines with the desire to make space for agency and self-confidence. Teachings from “19th-
century Black literary societies” inform this framework, which interrupts the status-quo of historically whitecentury Black literary societies” inform this framework, which interrupts the status-quo of historically white
intellectuality as the foundation of approaches to education (Muhammad, intellectuality as the foundation of approaches to education (Muhammad, Cultivating GeniusCultivating Genius 17). The HRL 17). The HRL
Framework’s four parts scaffolds to reach the final learning goal—criticality.Framework’s four parts scaffolds to reach the final learning goal—criticality.  
          In the article “A Plea for Identity and Criticality: Reframing Literacy Learning Standards Through a Four‐In the article “A Plea for Identity and Criticality: Reframing Literacy Learning Standards Through a Four‐
Layered Equity Model,” Gholnecsar E. Muhammad offers a further refinement of criticality when she states,Layered Equity Model,” Gholnecsar E. Muhammad offers a further refinement of criticality when she states,
“the goal of criticality is the capacity to read, write, and think in ways of understanding power, privilege, social“the goal of criticality is the capacity to read, write, and think in ways of understanding power, privilege, social
justice, and oppression, particularly for populations who have been historically marginalized in the world” (138).justice, and oppression, particularly for populations who have been historically marginalized in the world” (138).    
Advancing criticality makes it possible for youth to nurture the skills needed to dismantle and abolish injusticesAdvancing criticality makes it possible for youth to nurture the skills needed to dismantle and abolish injustices
in society, defend themselves from harm, and “transform the world for the better” (Muhammad, “A Plea forin society, defend themselves from harm, and “transform the world for the better” (Muhammad, “A Plea for
Identity” 139). For these reasons, teachers must begin to apply criticality in their curriculum.Identity” 139). For these reasons, teachers must begin to apply criticality in their curriculum.  
          Criticality supports identifying and interrogating the world to make sense of injustice, working towardsCriticality supports identifying and interrogating the world to make sense of injustice, working towards
social transformation (Muhammad, social transformation (Muhammad, Cultivating GeniusCultivating Genius 12). In the web article “Author Interview With Dr. Gholdy 12). In the web article “Author Interview With Dr. Gholdy
Muhammad: ‘Cultivating Genius’,” Larry Ferlazzo, a high school teacher recounts an interview withMuhammad: ‘Cultivating Genius’,” Larry Ferlazzo, a high school teacher recounts an interview with
Muhammad. Muhammad discusses how youth can experience an intellectual change due to criticality. “HelpingMuhammad. Muhammad discusses how youth can experience an intellectual change due to criticality. “Helping
youths to be ‘woke’ socio-politically,” teachers can use criticality to make connections between standardizedyouths to be ‘woke’ socio-politically,” teachers can use criticality to make connections between standardized
curricula topics and the happenings of the society they inhabit (Ferlazzo). Teachers should interrogate the wayscurricula topics and the happenings of the society they inhabit (Ferlazzo). Teachers should interrogate the ways
their curriculum and facilitation help their classroom understand oppression, injustice, and equity, whichtheir curriculum and facilitation help their classroom understand oppression, injustice, and equity, which
“means helping students understand content from marginalized perspectives (Ferlazzo). However, many“means helping students understand content from marginalized perspectives (Ferlazzo). However, many
teachers are not equipped to teach topics on race and gender related oppression, since they are not taught socialteachers are not equipped to teach topics on race and gender related oppression, since they are not taught social
issues formally. De-centering a single expert, criticality calls on the teacher to take agency in theirissues formally. De-centering a single expert, criticality calls on the teacher to take agency in their
understanding of “inequities in education” in order to “develop a critical lens on the world and their teaching,”understanding of “inequities in education” in order to “develop a critical lens on the world and their teaching,”
similarly to how criticality can empower youth (Muhammad, similarly to how criticality can empower youth (Muhammad, Cultivating GeniusCultivating Genius 117). Incidentally, both teacher 117). Incidentally, both teacher
and student can benefit from criticality. Criticality has the potential to change the educational system from theand student can benefit from criticality. Criticality has the potential to change the educational system from the
inside out.inside out.  
          Ultimately, criticality supports the understanding of power, privilege, and oppression through textualUltimately, criticality supports the understanding of power, privilege, and oppression through textual
analysis, both print and contextualization of society (Muhammad, analysis, both print and contextualization of society (Muhammad, Cultivating GeniusCultivating Genius 12). Jennifer Gonzalez, an 12). Jennifer Gonzalez, an
education professor, summarizes her interview with Gholdy Muhammad in the web article “Historicallyeducation professor, summarizes her interview with Gholdy Muhammad in the web article “Historically
Responsive Literacy: A More Complete Education for All Students.” They discuss how students should beResponsive Literacy: A More Complete Education for All Students.” They discuss how students should be
exploring different narratives, especially from marginalized groups. Reading between the lines, students usingexploring different narratives, especially from marginalized groups. Reading between the lines, students using
criticality read “for what’s not being said and for what’s not there” (Gonzalez). Muhammad states, “criticalitycriticality read “for what’s not being said and for what’s not there” (Gonzalez). Muhammad states, “criticality
begins to give students the tools to respond to injustice in and around schools” (begins to give students the tools to respond to injustice in and around schools” (Cultivating GeniusCultivating Genius 119). In the 119). In the
web article “Teaching Toward Genius: An Equity Model For Pedagogy In Action,” Ivelisse Ramos-Brannon, aweb article “Teaching Toward Genius: An Equity Model For Pedagogy In Action,” Ivelisse Ramos-Brannon, a
teacher, and Gholdy Muhammad discuss Ramos-Brannon’s application of the HRL framework in theteacher, and Gholdy Muhammad discuss Ramos-Brannon’s application of the HRL framework in the
classroom. They find that youth are “living in a time when inequities created by racial injustice are impactingclassroom. They find that youth are “living in a time when inequities created by racial injustice are impacting
marginalized communities in ways that cannot and should not be covered or avoided” (Ramos-Brannon &marginalized communities in ways that cannot and should not be covered or avoided” (Ramos-Brannon &
Muhammad). The implementation of criticality means that students of color can imagine and demandMuhammad). The implementation of criticality means that students of color can imagine and demand
possibilities for a more just way of life.possibilities for a more just way of life.  
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Gathering with Texas A&M University's
Poetry Club.

Co-Hosting Courageous Cadence

Slamming at Houston Youth Semi-Finals



Girl, Be Well!Girl, Be Well!

Girl, Be Well! 
a short play by
Yasmin Zacaria

Mikhaiel
 

with Drama-Based
Pedagogy adapted
by Jasmine Games

 
in collaboration

with co-dramaturg
Celia Shaheen and

Xinran Liu
 

in partnership with
Drama/Theatre in
Museum Settings,
Girl Forward, and

the Blanton
Museum

Project and Play SynopsisProject and Play Synopsis
Girl, Be Well! endeavored to cultivate practices on wellness through the use ofGirl, Be Well! endeavored to cultivate practices on wellness through the use of

drama and theatre. Mequitta Ahuja’s painting, drama and theatre. Mequitta Ahuja’s painting, ParadeParade, served as the main, served as the main
inspiration/example for stepping into one’s body. Wellness here considered body,inspiration/example for stepping into one’s body. Wellness here considered body,
mind, and spirit as elements to be cared for and nourished. This project featured amind, and spirit as elements to be cared for and nourished. This project featured a
mix of live facilitation and pre-recorded performances. Girl Forward participantsmix of live facilitation and pre-recorded performances. Girl Forward participants

and mentors joined a Zoom call of about 90 minutes. In that time, they wereand mentors joined a Zoom call of about 90 minutes. In that time, they were
introduced to a cast of college girls working on a school project via Zoomintroduced to a cast of college girls working on a school project via Zoom

sleepover. There were 3 major scenes, each focused on an element of body, mind,sleepover. There were 3 major scenes, each focused on an element of body, mind,
and spirit respectively. Each scene broke to include live facilitated participationand spirit respectively. Each scene broke to include live facilitated participation
with the girls and their mentors. The performance sections encouraged laughterwith the girls and their mentors. The performance sections encouraged laughter
and joy, as audience members interacted with each other and found moments ofand joy, as audience members interacted with each other and found moments of
self-introspection through navigating wellness in their everyday lives. The targetself-introspection through navigating wellness in their everyday lives. The target

audience of this project were members and mentors of GirlForward. With movingaudience of this project were members and mentors of GirlForward. With moving
this project to an online format, we also anticipated other online visitors from thethis project to an online format, we also anticipated other online visitors from the

museum adventuring through our materials.museum adventuring through our materials.

"I’m just -- group
projects, school

work -- and just --
I can’t. It’s not the

same and I’m
tired. I miss y’all.
I miss my friends.
I want to /be/ with

you. I never
thought I’d

actually miss
school. Like, dang.

It was the first
space that felt

like mine."
From Girl, Be Well!
by Yasmin Zacaria

Mikhaiel

D
BP Specialist

Director

K
ey

Di
sco

ver
ies

A
ct

or
-Facilitator

Blocking on zoomBlocking on zoom
showed howshowed how

much care andmuch care and
co-construction inco-construction in

rehearsalsrehearsals
mattered.mattered.

Embodiment andEmbodiment and
dialogue must bedialogue must be
crafted with ancrafted with an

intention tointention to
accomodateaccomodate
participantsparticipants

working underworking under
surveilence.surveilence.

How does myHow does my
tone inform thetone inform the

morale of themorale of the
participants asparticipants as

they participate?they participate?

https://vimeo.com/531889556


From theFrom the
Girl, Be Well!Girl, Be Well!  
GirlForwardGirlForward

Resource PacketResource Packet

The facilitator will present the image, Parade by Mequitta Ahuja. Ask students to takeThe facilitator will present the image, Parade by Mequitta Ahuja. Ask students to take
a moment to look at the image in its entirety. Do not add verbal input for a fewa moment to look at the image in its entirety. Do not add verbal input for a few
moments. Then, add calm, slow input. Suggestions: How does the painting change formoments. Then, add calm, slow input. Suggestions: How does the painting change for
you if you look at it from right to left or left to right? Focus on one spot of theyou if you look at it from right to left or left to right? Focus on one spot of the
painting. Take in everything about that spot. If possible, find quiet, calm moments topainting. Take in everything about that spot. If possible, find quiet, calm moments to
zoom-in on the image, allowing students to look at the image closely. After a quietzoom-in on the image, allowing students to look at the image closely. After a quiet
moment of looking, invite students to request certain areas to zoom-in on, if possible.moment of looking, invite students to request certain areas to zoom-in on, if possible.
Reflect: NOTE (one of the actors should gather and scribe these responses)Reflect: NOTE (one of the actors should gather and scribe these responses)
What do you notice aboWhat do you notice about this painting? Or describe what you see in the chat.ut this painting? Or describe what you see in the chat.

What is happeWhat is happening in this image? What story is being told? Describe what you seening in this image? What story is being told? Describe what you see
in the chat.in the chat.

As a facilitator, make connections between responses anAs a facilitator, make connections between responses and encourage deepening ofd encourage deepening of
inferencing. For example, “What else could this mean?” “We noticed as a group thatinferencing. For example, “What else could this mean?” “We noticed as a group that
this painting is in two parts, why do you think this might be comparing and/orthis painting is in two parts, why do you think this might be comparing and/or
contrasting?”contrasting?”
[Prompt students to title the painting and type responses in chat][Prompt students to title the painting and type responses in chat]

Sample Activity: ArtifactsSample Activity: Artifacts
Objectives: Students will engage in critical thinking. Students will practice close-looking.Objectives: Students will engage in critical thinking. Students will practice close-looking.

11..

22..
aa..

bb..

33..

44..
-Activity written and adapted by Jasmine Games-Activity written and adapted by Jasmine Games

-Adapted from -Adapted from Drama-Based Instruction NetworkDrama-Based Instruction Network

https://dbp.theatredance.utexas.edu/teaching-strategies/artifacts


Courageous CadenceCourageous Cadence

Courageous Cadence is a Performing Justice Project (PJP).) PJP uses aCourageous Cadence is a Performing Justice Project (PJP).) PJP uses a
performance-building process to devise original theatre that engages youngperformance-building process to devise original theatre that engages young
people in imagining and enacting gender and racial justice in their own livespeople in imagining and enacting gender and racial justice in their own lives
and communities. Through creative writing, performance-based skills, andand communities. Through creative writing, performance-based skills, and
personal storytelling, youth examine and name connections between theirpersonal storytelling, youth examine and name connections between their

individual experiences and systemic (in)justice. Although it was founded byindividual experiences and systemic (in)justice. Although it was founded by
Megan Alrutz and Lynne Hoare, projects are now planned and facilitated byMegan Alrutz and Lynne Hoare, projects are now planned and facilitated by
resident teaching artists, whom are mostly graduate students. This is how Iresident teaching artists, whom are mostly graduate students. This is how I

began to help in this community garden. As a performance director and co-began to help in this community garden. As a performance director and co-
facilitator, I knew to plant and care for Courageous Cadence, a product offacilitator, I knew to plant and care for Courageous Cadence, a product of
my fruition. The first residency and performance was in the fall of 2020,my fruition. The first residency and performance was in the fall of 2020,

and a second residency is planned for the summer.and a second residency is planned for the summer.  

"You ever seen black
walls made of silk and
every hole and gashed
patched with obsidian

satin? /
With hair like a bush of

coils and curls and so
tight that butterflies get

trapped in them. //
You ever seen a black girl

blush?"
From "Sacred Pride"

by Mykah Scott,
Courageous Cadence

Poet-Actor

C
o-

Facilitator

P
er

fo
rm

ance DirectorK
ey

Di
sco

ver
ies

Researcher

How can IHow can I
intergrate youthintergrate youth
talent, skills, andtalent, skills, and
lived experiencelived experience

into the finalinto the final
show?show?

ParticipantParticipant
comfort takescomfort takes

time and earnedtime and earned
trust.trust.

How can sessionHow can session
activities andactivities and

dialogueddialogued
reflection be sitesreflection be sites

of data?of data?

https://vimeo.com/531887518


Since we did not see youth poet-Since we did not see youth poet-
actors regularly, I had to get creativeactors regularly, I had to get creative
about sharing information betweenabout sharing information between
sessions. Every week, youth wouldsessions. Every week, youth would
get a newsletter with session topicget a newsletter with session topic

information, reminders, and news.information, reminders, and news.

What are some things we need to do ourWhat are some things we need to do our
best work together?best work together?
How do you need and want to be treated byHow do you need and want to be treated by
others in the space in order to do braveothers in the space in order to do brave
work?work?  
What agreements do we need to participateWhat agreements do we need to participate
in difficult dialogue?in difficult dialogue?

When it came to community agreements,When it came to community agreements,
Quinn and I wanted to keep it real with ourQuinn and I wanted to keep it real with our
youth. We wanted everyone to be sure theiryouth. We wanted everyone to be sure their

needs were being heard and met. Everyneeds were being heard and met. Every
session, we returned to our agreements (madesession, we returned to our agreements (made
week 1) to take what we needed for ourselvesweek 1) to take what we needed for ourselves

and others or add new needs.and others or add new needs.
  

Guiding Questions:Guiding Questions:  

Activity: “I Am” Spoken WordActivity: “I Am” Spoken Word
RRespond to these prompts to write a poem:espond to these prompts to write a poem:

My name is…My name is…
My skin looks like…My skin looks like…
My body feels like..My body feels like..
I am told…I am told…
But My name is…But My name is…
I believe….I believe….
I belong…I belong…
Where I’m from, they say peopleWhere I’m from, they say people
like me…like me…
But today I am…But today I am…
And I know I will be…And I know I will be…
Because I am…Because I am…  
I am…I am…  

-Adapted from -Adapted from Devising Creitically EngagedDevising Creitically Engaged
Theatre with Youth Theatre with Youth by Megan Alrutz &by Megan Alrutz &

Lynne HoareLynne Hoare

"I Am" by Nadia Boudreaux"I Am" by Nadia Boudreaux
"I believe I can be the help someone"I believe I can be the help someone
needs, after all people have helped me.needs, after all people have helped me.
I belong in the forest /I belong in the forest /
singing with the trees, and playing withsinging with the trees, and playing with
the wind. /the wind. /
I am from the darkness /I am from the darkness /
I came out of a cave, people sayI came out of a cave, people say
nothing good can come out of thenothing good can come out of the
darkness. /darkness. /
But did you know crystals grow inBut did you know crystals grow in
caves? /caves? /
Did you know pearls are at the bottomDid you know pearls are at the bottom
of the ocean in clams ready to see day?of the ocean in clams ready to see day?
//
But today I am happy for I get toBut today I am happy for I get to
spread my wings, and feel free. /"spread my wings, and feel free. /"
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TeachingTeaching

Aiding student-led facilitation in
Courageous Cadence

Celebrating the 100th day of school

Reading to students at Brooke Elementary
School as a Literacy First Tutor



Teaching PhilosophyTeaching Philosophy

High School 

Theatre Teacher



Identify aspects of improvisation (i.e.,Identify aspects of improvisation (i.e.,
performance and real-world applications).performance and real-world applications).
Examine and dissect theory and socialExamine and dissect theory and social
commentary in works of improvisation.commentary in works of improvisation.
Develop skills to towards improvisationalDevelop skills to towards improvisational
performance, such as spontaneity, presence,performance, such as spontaneity, presence,
trust, giving and receiving offers, and charactertrust, giving and receiving offers, and character
development.development.  
Devise and perform improvisationDevise and perform improvisation
individually and collaboratively.individually and collaboratively.  

This course is designed to equip students with theThis course is designed to equip students with the
tools to explore the fundamentals oftools to explore the fundamentals of
improvisation. This includes devising andimprovisation. This includes devising and
spontaneous performance. Although we will workspontaneous performance. Although we will work
towards traditional theatre practices, we will alsotowards traditional theatre practices, we will also
examine the ways improvisation is used inexamine the ways improvisation is used in
nontraditional theatre spaces and practices. Overnontraditional theatre spaces and practices. Over
the course of the semester, we will make meaningthe course of the semester, we will make meaning
together in the development of storytelling andtogether in the development of storytelling and
improvisational skills. We will also explore andimprovisational skills. We will also explore and
examine the ways improvisation can be used as aexamine the ways improvisation can be used as a
tool to make social and political revelations.tool to make social and political revelations.
Improvisation cannot be accomplished withoutImprovisation cannot be accomplished without
the support of an ensemble, and we willthe support of an ensemble, and we will
collaborate through image work, role work, andcollaborate through image work, role work, and
dialogic meaning making to lift each other up intodialogic meaning making to lift each other up into
this skill set. Everyone has something to offer tothis skill set. Everyone has something to offer to
this course! The class will work as a supportive andthis course! The class will work as a supportive and
brave space to take explore and discoverbrave space to take explore and discover
individual performance styles. This course is openindividual performance styles. This course is open
to anyone who has interest in performance,to anyone who has interest in performance,
acting, and devising— no experience required!acting, and devising— no experience required!

  
In this course we will…In this course we will…

Intro to ImprovIntro to Improv

SocietySociety  
andand

  ImprovImprov

SocietySociety  
andand

  ImprovImprov

RulesRules
ofof

  ImprovImprov

SocietySociety  
andand

  ImprovImprov

  RulesRules  
ofof

  ImprovImprov

ShortShort  
FormForm

Long FormLong Form

What agreements are needed for this work?What agreements are needed for this work?

What are the historical & social implicationsWhat are the historical & social implications

of the practice of improv?of the practice of improv?

How is improv practiced in differentHow is improv practiced in different

cultures?cultures?

Critical analysis essay on improv.Critical analysis essay on improv.

Big Ideas + AssignmentsBig Ideas + Assignments

What are the fundamentals ofWhat are the fundamentals of

improvisation?improvisation?

Closer look: 1) Yes! And, 2) Objects &Closer look: 1) Yes! And, 2) Objects &

Environments, 3) Characters &Environments, 3) Characters &

Relationships.Relationships.

Dialogic Assessment: Do we need the rules?Dialogic Assessment: Do we need the rules?

Big Ideas + AssignmentsBig Ideas + Assignments

What is short form and long form?What is short form and long form?

Short Form Practice: Game Share.Short Form Practice: Game Share.  

Closer Look: The Harold & La Ronde.Closer Look: The Harold & La Ronde.

Pros & ConsPros & Cons

Forming Groups: How do we prepare toForming Groups: How do we prepare to

perform improv?perform improv?

Big Ideas + AssignmentsBig Ideas + Assignments

What agreements are needed for groupWhat agreements are needed for group

work?work?

How do we currate an improv set?How do we currate an improv set?

How do we rehearse improv?How do we rehearse improv?

Final PerformanceFinal Performance

Real World Applications DiscussionReal World Applications Discussion

Course ReflectionCourse Reflection

Big Ideas + AssignmentsBig Ideas + Assignments

https://www.americantheatre.org/2019/03/13/improv-so-white-yes-and/
https://vimeo.com/531904528


What can we shift within our program?What can we shift within our program?  
What can we shift in the programs we areWhat can we shift in the programs we are
developing?developing?  
How are we as individuals taking into accountHow are we as individuals taking into account
white supremacy, anti-blackness, and anti-white supremacy, anti-blackness, and anti-
trans bias and applying it to our personal andtrans bias and applying it to our personal and
professional lives?professional lives?  

This four-session lesson sequence is designed toThis four-session lesson sequence is designed to
unpack and examine white supremacy, anti-unpack and examine white supremacy, anti-
blackness, and anti-trans bias. The DTYC area isblackness, and anti-trans bias. The DTYC area is
intentionally a multi-racial and gender diverseintentionally a multi-racial and gender diverse
group. As individuals, it is our responsibility togroup. As individuals, it is our responsibility to
look internally at our implicit biases.look internally at our implicit biases.  

In DTYC, we are making an effort to look at howIn DTYC, we are making an effort to look at how
anti-racism and anti-trans bias is embedded in ouranti-racism and anti-trans bias is embedded in our
curriculum.These are goals for our unlearning:curriculum.These are goals for our unlearning:

We ask:We ask:  

  

Unlearning CircleUnlearning Circle

IntroIntro
toto

UnlearningUnlearning

IntroIntro  
toto

UnlearningUnlearning
WhiteWhite

SupremacySupremacy

IntroIntro
toto

UnlearningUnlearning
  WhiteWhite

SupremacySupremacy
Anti-BlackAnti-Black  

BiasBias

What agreements are needed for this work?What agreements are needed for this work?

Identities are socially constructed.Identities are socially constructed.

What is our relationship to race and gender?What is our relationship to race and gender?

Oppression exists on levels: 1) internalized,Oppression exists on levels: 1) internalized,

2) interpersonal, 3) institutional, and 4)2) interpersonal, 3) institutional, and 4)

systemic.systemic.  

Big Ideas + QuestionsBig Ideas + Questions

Community agreements overview.Community agreements overview.
What is What is white supremacy culturewhite supremacy culture??
How does white supremacy culture impactHow does white supremacy culture impact
our lives?our lives?
How do we practice resistance in ourHow do we practice resistance in our
personal and professional lives?personal and professional lives?

Big Ideas + QuestionsBig Ideas + Questions

Community agreements overview.Community agreements overview.  
HHow to Support Transgender Stuow to Support Transgender Studentsdents & &
How to Support Non-binary StudentsHow to Support Non-binary Students
How does it impact trans youth?How does it impact trans youth?

Supporting Trans and GNC StudentsSupporting Trans and GNC Students
How can we support trans youth in ourHow can we support trans youth in our
work?work?

Big Ideas + QuestionsBig Ideas + Questions

Community agreements overview.Community agreements overview.
How does it affect Black youth?How does it affect Black youth?
What is the What is the School to Prison PipelineSchool to Prison Pipeline??
End the War on Black YouthEnd the War on Black Youth
How can we actively oppose anti-Black biasHow can we actively oppose anti-Black bias
in our personal and professional lives?in our personal and professional lives?

Big Ideas + QuestionsBig Ideas + Questions

Post-Project Reflection
How can we amplifyHow can we amplify

voices of Black and/orvoices of Black and/or
trans Youth andtrans Youth and
practicioners?practicioners?

How can we centerHow can we center
joy for Black and/orjoy for Black and/or

trans Youth andtrans Youth and
practicioners?practicioners?

https://www.dismantlingracism.org/uploads/4/3/5/7/43579015/okun_-_white_sup_culture.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq19QdOfH1Y&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq19QdOfH1Y&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQUQI0BrKnA&feature=emb_title
https://www.glsen.org/supporting-trans-and-gnc-students
https://allianceinaction.org/2017/03/30/4-ways-to-reverse-the-school-to-prison-pipeline-now/
https://m4bl.org/policy-platforms/end-the-war-on-black-youth/


A relish for the end of the season

EPILOGUEEPILOGUE

3 cucumbers, cut in 1-inch slices3 cucumbers, cut in 1-inch slices
1 childhood dream1 childhood dream
2 carrots, peeled and cut evenly2 carrots, peeled and cut evenly
4 bell peppers, cut in chunks4 bell peppers, cut in chunks
3 cups of race & gender justice3 cups of race & gender justice
Spoken word, broken into floretsSpoken word, broken into florets
2 cups green beans, tender2 cups green beans, tender
As much youth as you can gatherAs much youth as you can gather
Whatever vegetables left,Whatever vegetables left,
Perhaps zucchiniPerhaps zucchini
What do the youth want?What do the youth want?

3 cups sugar,3 cups sugar,
Do not forget brownDo not forget brown
Censored topics at schoolCensored topics at school
3 cups love3 cups love
2 teaspoons audacity2 teaspoons audacity
2 teaspoons mustard seed2 teaspoons mustard seed
A pinch of tenacityA pinch of tenacity
1/2 cup of salt1/2 cup of salt
Water measured by eyeWater measured by eye
Pickle crispPickle crisp
Pepper for heatPepper for heat

Gather youth and their needs. Bring spoken wordGather youth and their needs. Bring spoken word
poetry. Combine vegetables. Place vegetables in saltpoetry. Combine vegetables. Place vegetables in salt
water overnight. Do not forget the dream. Drainwater overnight. Do not forget the dream. Drain
Vegetables. Combine vinegear, sugar, and spice—soVegetables. Combine vinegear, sugar, and spice—so
much love—then boil. You better not had forgottenmuch love—then boil. You better not had forgotten
the brown sugar. Add vegetables. Return to a boil,the brown sugar. Add vegetables. Return to a boil,
then let simmer for 10-15 minutes. You'll know it'sthen let simmer for 10-15 minutes. You'll know it's

ready when you can see race & gender justice. Whenready when you can see race & gender justice. When
the things youth can't talk about at school rise tothe things youth can't talk about at school rise to
the top. Pepper to taste, be audacious. Pack intothe top. Pepper to taste, be audacious. Pack into
jars, leaving space at the top. Remove air bubbles.jars, leaving space at the top. Remove air bubbles.
Follow instructions for pickle crisp or don't use itFollow instructions for pickle crisp or don't use it
at all. What do the youth want? Seal tenaciously.at all. What do the youth want? Seal tenaciously.

Serve on a stage.Serve on a stage.
My Heart & Soul,My Heart & Soul,              

Jasmine GamesJasmine Games


